
 

 

 

 

           Ref. :   7.1.9             

           2020-21 

 7.1.9   Sensitization of students and employees of the Institution to the constitutional obligations: 

values, rights, duties and responsibilities of citizens 

The College is committed to providing students with an inclusive and holistic education. Our 

overarching aspect of education is to augment awareness and impart knowledge about our 

constitutional rights, duties, and values to our students. This is acquired with the help of the 

curriculum and co-curricular activities. It is a vital part of our educational strategy to build national 

character and sensitize students and employees of our institution to their constitutional obligations. 

Many of the papers/courses assimilate topics that assist in sensitizing students about their 

constitutional duties. These initiatives aim to create awareness and sensitize students and staff 

members to their constitutional obligations, contributing to the reinforcement of democratic values. 

Additionally, the certificate courses as well as the UG course in Environmental Studies, provides an 

understanding of different environmental acts, forest laws, wildlife protection regulations, and 

universal environmental concerns. The Women Cell and ICC periodically organizes programs to tutor 

women about their rights. There are various other events, special lectures, debates, speech and poster 

competitions to raise awareness of the participants on the various rights, duties, and responsibilities 

of the citizens. Areas like the Right to Information, Sexual Harassment, IPR and Gender Equity are dealt 

with intermittently to certify a comprehensive understanding of these issues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Plastic Free 
India Campaign   

18/01/2021 paper and cloth bags were made from all the volunteers under 

“No More Single Use Plastic’’, run by the Government of 

India and a rally was taken around the slum and college 

campus with those bags. During the rally, paper and cloth 

bags were distributed and appealed from all the traders that 
use paper bags instead of the polythene bags. 
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Road Safety 
Campaign  

17/02/2021 NSS, Iswar Saran PG College in the association with 

Transport Department, Prayagraj organised an awareness 

campaign regarding National Road Safety Month under the 

direction of NSS Programme In-charge Dr Suman Agarwal, 

Dr Arvind Kumar Mishra (Unit-045), Dr Anjana Srivstava 

(Unit-044) and Dr Shiv Ji Verma (Unit-050) from 18th 

January, 2021 to 17th February, 2021. A oath taking ceremony 

for volunteers and passing passengers of nearby college road 

crossing 

was 

initiated 

by NSS 

Programme In-charge Dr Suman Agarwal. After that various 

precautions like Using helmate, Using Seatbelt, no drink and 

drive, following the traffic signals etc. was communicated to 

the participants.  
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Cleanliness & 
Sanitation 
Campaign   

16/03/2021 NSS volunteers’ SHRAMDAN was organized for sanitation 

in the premise of Vikash Vidyalaya. After that, National 

Anthem 

and NSS 

geet 

were 

sung at 

the end 

of the 

day. On 

this occasion.   
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